
 

I bought it yesterday. It did not crash at any point. Video result is really good with superb results. Looking forward to full
version. Best plug in available. Apr 27, 2011 Hi, i have a problem. I think the video import in the script has not done the job. All
i get are green lines and allt seems good. I can a new clip from the script. but if i want to resave it(on the same name), it does not
work with green lines. I have a DVD with NTSC/PAL pcls and PAL 2.35p. I have followed the instructions but it did not work.
Hi, i have a problem. I think the video import in the script has not done the job. All i get are green lines and allt seems good. I
can a new clip from the script. but if i want to resave it(on the same name), it does not work with green lines. I have a DVD with
NTSC/PAL pcls and PAL 2.35p. I have followed the instructions but it did not work. I have the option RED_DAY and
RED_NIGHT. I have tried that only to not work. I get the same problem. Nov 30, 2009 Just a quick note, and a question. I just
put this on Edius . It's a good way to get all your files in line with the EDIUS 6 format automatically. Thanks again, Jesse K Oct
4, 2009 Exactly what I was looking for in a software. I have installed this and it worked like a charm. Jul 16, 2009 I was happy
with Cromakey and bought the full version of ROBUSKEY as I thought I could use it on Edius . It works as I expected and
probably better as Cromakey. I think this is all you need. Phil Wineman Oct 20, 2008 I have just installed ROBUSKEY and I
got used to it really easily. It is super compared to Cromakey. I especially like the log progress. So ROBUSKEY should be my
choice for a live roll player. Oct 13, 2008 As of October 8, 2008, Robuskey for Video, [i]4.7 (1164.9 kB)[/i], is available to
download. Oct 8, 2008 It looks like the Robus
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